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4 new tunes from Chicago's own...

4 new tracks:
Letter to Stax + Hide Away
Space is The Place + Rumble

double gatefold 7" available now
Orange 001

It's hard to imagine that two guys could make more noise than they do, but this duo fall into the category of...holy too many
trucks on the road!! The first record on chicago's new Orange label will steal your heart and wash it down with the muddy
banks of the ole miss.
Cash Money use only guitar and drums in such a way as to induce dizziness, confusion and loss of control. There is a mix of
traditional country, blues and heavy rock and roll. John plays his hollow body loud and fills the void where a bass player
would just get in the way. His voice calls out as to let you know where he's been. He's pissed, and by no means even near
drunk. These are charmed songs of hard times. Scotty tries, and magnificently manages to keep the drum kit in check, all the
while resorting to the black frying pan he's just cooked his breakfast in. This is 100% American bred rock and roll!
Sure, John used to spend time in God and Texas, but now he croons his tales of hard luck and despair to most anybody
who cares. He still has nice hair, occasionally still goes by "the sheriff", and is now in your face even more, especially since his
guitar got knicked from backstage in Kansas City. Scotty is at times the foil. Bacon still overrides his mind, forcing him into his
own version of animal farm retribution on stage, playing on the same pan he fries in. mmm the smell!
This is Cash Money's 2nd 7"... this time around, a double 7" gatefold. Recorded at Uber Studios, Chicago, late '98/early '99, 2
of these instrumentals are hot new stylings of Link Wray and Freddie King classics plus two bacon-spankin' new originals.
Since forming in '94 they have been traveling the continent in search of cold beverages, competent sound people, other rock
and roll bands (well...), and cowboy shirts that actually fit.
The wagon is gassed up, Cash Money is ready to roll and invites you and your date to the fest.

Selling/Marketing Points:
*Cash Money has received rave reviews in Rolling Stone, Billboard, Magnet,
cmj, ALternative Press, Excalim!, Stylus and countless others.
*Key publicity to press, radio and internet
*Cash Money are constantly touring in support of all recordings
*Cash Money have toured with MAN OR ASTROMAN?, THE DELTA 72,
ZEN GUERRILLA, ANDREW BIRDS BOWL OF FIRE, THE BLACKS,
MIGHTY BLUE KINGS, THE LONESOME ORGANIST, GAZA STRIPPERS
and NEW WET KOJAK , plus too many more to mention.
*Cash Money are still the tallest band in Chicago.
Other recordings from Cash Money are
available from Touch and Go:
*Black Hearts and Broken Wills (1997)
*Halos of Smoke and Fire (1998)
*Green Bullet (april 2000)
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